Abstract: Non-restoring 
I. Introduction
Originally non-restoring division method defined by Robertson in 1958 [1, 4] . He described the nonrestoring division method by the recursive relationship: P j+1 = RP j -Q j+1 D with j = 0, l, …, m -l. Where, P j is the j th partial remainder, P 0 is the dividend, P m is the remainder, Q j is the j th digit of the quotient to the right of the radix point, m is the number of digits, radix R, used to represent the quotient, D is the divisor. Division is the reciprocal operation of multiplication. In the grammar school division algorithm using decimal number system we express a relationship for the division algorithm: Dividend = Quiotent x Divisor + Remainder. If both the dividend and divisor are positive then the quotient and remainder are also positive. We will ignore the sign through out my proposed algorithm & example.
Computer pioneers [2] accepted that at most half of the divisor register has functional information. So we can cut the divisor register and ALU in half. In this way we can minimize the hardware cost. In this concept division hardware block diagram is the following: After that historical observation computer pioneers axiom that the quotient register could be eliminated by shifting the bits of the quotient register into the remainder register. The block diagram of this concept is given below: 
II.
Existing non-restoring division algorithm [5] Non-restoring division bases the selection of quotient register digits on the signs of the remainder register R i-1 and divisor register X. If the signs are equal, X is subtracted from 2R i-1 (q i = l), otherwise X is added to 2R i-1 (q i = -1) as described by the following algorithm:
Algorithm: The Binary Non-restoring Division Algorithm
Step0:
III. Preliminaries [6, 7]

Register
Register is a special storage device for words. A binary number (0/1) is a 1-bit memory. So, n flip-flops can store an n-bit word. This combination is referred to as a register.
Accumulator
Accumulator is a one kind of CPU register. It is a device that combined the functions of number storage and addition. It is used to store an input or an output operand that is result in the execution of most instructions. Accumulator automatically added any transferred quantity to its previous value.
ALU
Arithmetic-logic Unit (ALU) executes instructions. Instructions either involve in numerical operations (arithmetic) or nonnumerical operations.
Shifting Operation
Shifting operation performs in register. It is useful to be able to shift the contents of a register to the left or the right. A right shift operation changes the register state as follows: (0, r 0 , r 1 , …, r n-2 ) ← (r 0 , r 1 , …, r n-1 ) while a left shift performs the transformation (r 1 , r 2 …, r n-1 , 0) ← (r 0 , r 1 , …, r n-1 ) where n-bit register is an ordered set of m flip-flops used to store an n-bit word (r 0 , r 1 , …, r n-1 ). A register organized to allow left or right shift operations of this kind is called a shift register. Right shift operation obey the ruleof multiplication and left shift operation obey the rule of division.
IV.
Logical approach of proposed non-restoring division algorithm 1 . It is the operation of repetitive left-shifting and subtraction. 2. At first initialize the divisor, dividend, accumulator (as 0), counter variable and carry out bit (as 1). If the carry out bit is 1 then left-shift the accumulator and dividend"s content and modify carry out bit and accumulator subtracting divisor from it. Else left-shift an accumulator and dividend"s content and modify carry out bit and accumulator adding divisor. Then initialize the last bit of dividend as carry out bit. Then decrease the counter variable. If counter content is equal to zero then store the quotient and divi-dend and terminate. Else repeat from the step that is left-shift the accumulator and dividend"s content and modify carry out bit and accumulator subtracting divisor from it. 3. If the divisor is "B" and the dividend is "A" then the result in non-restoring method is (2A-B) . 4. The process continues until all the bits of the dividend are exhausted.
V. Proposed non-restoring division algorithm
Step0 
VI.
EXAMPLE Allowing for 8-bits ALU, then according to division hardware shown above, Divisor and Quiotent register will be 8-bits and Remainder register will be 16-bits long.
Let us divide 28 by 9 using non-restoring division algorithm. Enter no. of Binary Bits: 8 Enter Dividend in Decimal: 28 Enter Divisor in Decimal: 9 00011100/00001001
1 00000000(0) 00011100 (28) 
VII. Limitations
1. The dividend must be expressed as a 2n-bit 2"s complement number. Thus for example, the 4 bit 0111 becomes 00000111, and 1001 becomes 11111001. 2. The divisor and the dividend both must be positive. 3. It will not give the correct answer if the divisor is negative and the dividend is positive and vice versa. 4. It will not give the correct answer if the both dividend and divisor are negative. Future scope of non-restoring division algorithm is to divide two signed binary numbers.
VIII. Conclusion
In this work, I am trying to improve the non-restoring algorithm to minimize the hardware cost. If dividend & divisor both are negative then proposed algorithm will not work. Though, in future I can develop this algorithm to divide two signed binary numbers.
